
Report 4: Research Proposal

Due: Thursday of week 6

Purpose: To specify a research question and accompanying hypotheses

Overview

Research proposals have an obvious “external” purpose. They explain poten-
tial research to others who might provide necessary resources, permission, or
assistance. However, they have an “internal” purpose as well. They encourage
you to examine the larger purpose of your research, to clarify the questions you
are seeking to answer, and to plan your research in ways that can anticipate
potential pitfalls.

Examples of research questions from some papers include:

1. How well do object recognition techniques perform on scene text? [1]

2. What is the effect of feature sparsity on category recognition problems? [2]

3. What effect does increasing training set size have on decision tree size? [3]

4. What are the properties of difficult constraint satisfaction problems? [4]

5. Why does the simple naïve Bayes classifier perform well on problems with
correlated features, despite the classifier’s independence assumption? [5]

Question one lends itself to existential and perhaps correlational hypotheses.
Questions two and three lend themselves strongly to correlational hypothesis,
with the possibility of causal explanations. Question four is strongly existen-
tial in nature, perhaps resulting in a compositional hypothesis. Question five
most strongly positions itself for a causal answer. Note that it is very specific,
stating an object of study (the naïve Bayes classifier), a curious behavior (good
performance), and a task (problems with dependent features).

Assignment

Your behavioral exploration should be giving you interesting areas in which
to look further. Decide a single research question that you wish to examine
regarding your algorithm or system as developed thus far. This question should
be more specific than the type of question you may have posed in your original
MAP proposal.

Explain why your research question is at the frontier of current knowledge by
positioning it within the existing research literature.



Identify several falsifiable hypotheses that help address your research question.
Again, each hypothesis should be falsifiable—a statement about your algorithm
or system that is capable of being disproven by some conceivable experimental
evidence. Identify each hypothesis as either existential, compositional, correla-
tional, or causal. Strive, if possible, to identify at least one causal hypothesis.
For each, explain how or why the observations (i.e., from your exploration)
motivate the hypothesis.

Briefly outline one or more possible experiments that you could run to attempt
to falsify each hypothesis. Do not describe the experiments in detail (that will
be done in a subsequent report). However, do describe why the experiment is
both stringent (i.e., would be likely to falsify the hypothesis if it is really false)
and reliable (i.e., likely not to falsify the hypothesis if it is really true). Finally,
note what the community stands to learn or gain by establishing or falsifying
each hypothesis. In other words, why is it important?

Call out the research questions and hypotheses clearly by using italics, bold, or
indented text. (These might use LYX ’s Labeling, Description or Quote styles.)

Details

This report should be a minimum of two pages of single-spaced text. Use stan-
dard 1” margins, rather than the generous LATEX document class defaults.

You should produce single, collaboratively-generated report for each team. This
report will likely appear in your final product and will most certainly help you
guide your forthcoming experimental design.
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